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Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS) 

I can produce writing that is appropriate to task and purpose (with support). (W.3.4) 

I can use the writing process to plan, revise, and edit my writing (with support). (W.3.5) 

I can sort evidence into provided categories. (W.3.8) 

Supporting Learning Targets Ongoing Assessment 

• I can write the final draft of the important facts about my freaky frog on the Facts and Image Side of my 

trading card.  

• I can identify the criteria for a strong research-based narrative paragraph.  

• I can plan my writing by completing a paragraph organizer about one of my freaky frog’s adaptations. 

• Freaky Frog Trading Card Facts and Image Side final 

draft  

• Paragraph writing graphic organizer 
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Agenda Teaching Notes 

1. Opening 

A. Preview of Upcoming Work (3 minutes) 

2. Work Time  

A. Publishing the Facts and Image Side of 

the Freaky Frog Trading Card (25 

minutes)  

B. Generating Criteria for a Freaky Frog 

Research-Based Narrative Paragraph 

(20 minutes)  

3. Closing and Assessment 

A. Debrief: Celebrate Completion of the 

Facts and Image Side of the Freaky Frog 

Trading Card (5 minutes) 

4. Homework 

A. Lesson 5 Homework 

• To conserve time within the lesson, consider assembling work folders for students with all lesson materials 

compiled within the work folder. Students will need: 

- Facts and Image Side draft writing (from Lesson 4) 

- Lesson 4 Exit Ticket 

- Facts and Image Side Feedback Form (from Lesson 4) 

- Model Freaky Frog Trading Card: Facts and Image Side (on American bullfrog; if students 

were given a copy in Lesson 3) 

• The research-based narrative paragraph that students write for the back of their Freaky Frog Trading Card 

deliberately blends narrative and informational writing. Students will imagine they are a freaky frog and write in 

the first person about one category from their Freaky Frog Research Matrix. The text Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle 

is one example of narrative type writing. Students will revisit this material as a “mentor text” throughout 

upcoming lessons as they plan, draft, and revise their own paragraphs.  

• In this lesson, students co-construct a criteria specific to this performance task. Helping students name the 

criteria allows them both to understand and “own” the criteria for quality. The criteria become the assessed items 

on the rubric students will be assessed with.  

• Review: Back-to-Back/Face-to Face protocol (see Appendix 1). 

• Use the language from the criteria/rubric (created during Work Time B) to reinforce strong student planning in 

the second part of the lesson (e.g., strong examples of using facts and details).  

• Decide on a simple sharing protocol such as Mix and Mingle to use in the closing. 
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Lesson Vocabulary Materials 

criteria, research-based, narrative, first 

person  

• Model Freaky Frog Trading Card: Facts and Image Side on the American bullfrog (from Lesson 3) 

• Students’ draft writing: Facts and Image Side of Freaky Frog Trading Card (from Lesson 4) 

• Students’ Facts and Image Side Feedback Forms (from Lesson 4) 

• Students’ Lesson 4 Exit Ticket (from Lesson 4) 

• Freaky Frog Trading Card: Facts and Image Side Template (one per student; blank of the same template students received in 

Lesson 3; ideally printed on card stock; to use for final copy) 

• Freaky Frog Trading Card Model Paragraph: American Bullfrog (one to display and one per student) 

• Criteria Brainstorming recording form (one per partnership) 

• Chart paper for “Criteria for a Freaky Frog Research-Based Narrative Paragraph” anchor chart (new; co-constructed in Work 

Time B; use sample in Supporting Materials for teacher reference) 

• Lesson 5 Homework (one per student) 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Preview of Upcoming Work (3 minutes) 

• Gather students together and let them know that today they will be continuing their work on their Freaky Frog Trading Card. 

Show again the Model Freaky Frog Trading Card: Facts and Image Side (from Lesson 3) on the American bullfrog. 

Remind students that they have gathered their facts and selected their image for their Facts and Image Side of their trading 

card. 

• Share the learning target: “I can write the final draft of the important facts about my freaky frog on the Facts and Image Side of 

my trading card.” Students should know that a final draft is a complete and fully finished copy of their work. Creating a final 

draft means their Facts and Image Side of their Freaky Frog Trading Card is published. Stress the importance of craftsmanship 

and work quality to students. 

• Tell students that today they will also begin working on the other side of the trading card, the paragraph side. They will hear 

more about that later in the lesson. 

 

• All students developing 

language will benefit from 

direct instruction of academic 

vocabulary. 
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Work Time Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Publishing Writing: Facts and Image Side of the Freaky Frog Trading Card (25 minutes)  

• Help students understand that today is the last day to work on the Facts and Image Side of the Freaky Frog Trading Card. 

Students need to incorporate the feedback from their peer critique into their final draft.  

• Consider providing students with a mock situation: “You have made a draft of the Facts and Image Side of your trading 

card. To do that you pulled facts from your earlier work. In looking at your draft you knew you had a lot of details written on 

your Facts and Image Side draft.  You shared that draft with a critique partner and that partner gave you feedback, telling 

you what you did well and giving you some suggestions for improvement. You included feedback from your critique partner 

when you wrote your Stars and Steps exit ticket in Lesson 4. So let’s say your critique partner said that you needed to work 

on making sure you had the most important information for each attribute. This feedback has allowed you to now think 

that maybe some of your details might not be important enough to include on your trading card. So you can take that 

feedback and go back to your draft to look it over and work on choosing which facts offer the most important details for 

your final draft.”  

• Distribute students’ Facts and Image Side draft writing from Lesson 4 which has the Star and Step exit ticket 

stapled to it. Students should also refer to the “Suggestions for Improvement” on their Facts and Image Side Feedback 

Form filled out by their critique partner in Lesson 4. Give students a few minutes to look the materials over. 

• Direct students to share briefly with a peer the feedback they are going to incorporate into their final draft. Call on several 

students to share out what their partner said. This will allow students to hear many ideas for how they can strengthen their 

work in the fact boxes.  

• Tell students the process for creating the final drafts of their Facts and Image Side:  

1. Incorporate feedback and make changes by writing them on your first draft. 

2. Craft final draft on the provided template, and review for completion. 

• Clarify as needed. Make sure that students have a clean copy of the Freaky Frog Trading Card: Facts and Image Side 

Template or whatever materials it has been determined will be used. 

• Then ask students to begin their final draft writing. During this time, pull small groups or confer and direct students, as 

needed.  

• As students finish, invite them to read a book from the Unit 3 Recommended Texts List. 
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

B. Generating Criteria for a Freaky Frog Research-Based Narrative Paragraph (20 minutes)  

• Praise students’ efforts and hard work with the Facts and Image Side of their trading card. Now the focus will shift to the 

other side of the trading card, the paragraph side. 

• Distribute a copy of the Freaky Frog Trading Card Model Paragraph on the American bullfrog to students and project a 

copy. Read aloud with fluency and expression.  

• Invite students to Pair-Share something they noticed about the writing. Cold call a few to share their thoughts with the class.  

• Tell students that they are going to get to write amazing paragraphs like this one about their own freaky frogs! These will 

become the paragraph side of their Freaky Frog Trading Card and the process of writing these special paragraphs will begin 

today.  

• Refer to the learning target: “I can identify the criteria for a strong research-based narrative paragraph.” Underline the word 

‘criteria.’ Explain that just as they did with the Facts and Image Side, the paragraphs will need to be written with certain 

criteria in mind. Help students understand that using criteria is what helps bring about high quality work. Criteria are the 

reasons why something is good. Ask students to turn and tell a partner in their own words what the word criteria means.  

• Underline the phrase ‘research-based.’ Explain that research-based means that they will use all the information from their 

reading and research to help them write. They will go back to all the notes they’ve collected while reading about freaky frogs in 

the frog texts. They will use these facts from their research in their writing. It’s important that their facts and details are not 

only true but fully accurate. Again, ask students to partner share what the phrase research-based means in their own words. 

Call on a student to share what they heard their partner say. 

• Underline the word ‘narrative.’ Help students understand that the word narrative is another word for story. Ask students to 

repeat the word narrative and tell a partner about a narrative, or story, they love. Explain to students that this means the 

paragraph will sound a lot like a story, because they will pretend they are their freaky frogs when they write. If students are 

confused, tell them that they will look more closely at the paragraph in just a few minutes.  

• By really unpacking the learning target, students should see that they are writing a new type of paragraph for the back of 

their trading card: a research-based narrative. Remind students of all of their successful efforts as writers throughout the 

year. Express your confidence that they are now ready for this new challenge as writers!  

• Display the Freaking Frog Trading Card Model Paragraph again. Share with students that they will look at this strong model 

to determine the criteria for quality and will build a criteria list based on what they see.  

• For students needing 

additional support producing 

language, consider offering a 

sentence frame or starter, or a 

cloze sentence to assist with 

language production and 

provide the structure 

required.  

• Use Thoughtful Grouping: 

ELL language acquisition is 

facilitated by interacting with 

native speakers of English 

who provide models of 

language.  

• Consider writing and 

breaking down multistep 

directions into numbered 

elements. ELLs and other 

students who might struggle 

can return to these guidelines 

to make sure they are on 

track. 

• Consider allowing students to 

draw their observations, 

ideas, or notes when 

appropriate. This allows ELLs 

and others who find this task 

challenging to participate in a 

meaningful way. 
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Read the model paragraph aloud again and ask: “What makes this paragraph a strong example of a research-based 

narrative?”  

• Use a sentence frame (see Supporting Materials) to model briefly for students: “I notice the author said ____ in the 

paragraph, so I think strong research-based narrative writing has ___.” (For example: “I notice the author said, ‘I am the 

American bullfrog. Where I live, I am considered the king of all frogs because I am the large and skilled and have amazing 

abilities,’ so I think a research-based narrative has a topic sentence that tells the reader what adaptation is the focus of the 

writing.”) 

• Tell students they will read and examine the model paragraph with a partner and identify the criteria for quality they notice 

in the writing.  

• Distribute the Criteria Brainstorming recording form to each partnership. Give students 5 minutes to read the model 

paragraph and discuss with a partner what they notice. They should give a thumbs-up when they have identified at least 

three criteria. 

• Focus students back whole group. Remind them of the sentence frame to use when they share out: “I notice the author said 

____ in the paragraph, so I think a strong research-based narrative has ___.” Cold call on partnerships to share out what 

they noticed.  

• Invite students to share the criteria they named in their partnership work. Use students’ ideas to create an anchor chart: 

Criteria for a Freaky Frog Research-Based Narrative Paragraph. (There is a sample list in Supporting Materials to 

use as a guide. Nudge students if their ideas don’t name all necessary criteria. In Lesson 7, students will revisit this list and 

categorize them in preparation for introduction to the paragraph rubric.) 

• Review the each item on the anchor chart aloud. Linger for a moment on the criteria: “Written as if writer is the frog.” Tell 

students this is called “first-person writing.” Students may need support understanding first-person writing. Clarify with an 

explanation that might sound like: “When writers use the first person, they write as if they are a different person, or 

character. They write using the words ‘I, me, or my.’ You will write your paragraphs in the first person because you are going 

to imagine being your frog! Won’t that be fun?” Answer any clarifying questions about writing in the first person. (Students 

may mention this is similar to what they did for their Lesson 4 Homework when they wrote a “Who Am I?” riddle.) 

• Continue reading through the criteria, elaborating and answering questions as needed.  

• There are activities in 

Supplemental Materials of 

Lesson 1 on pronouns. These 

activities and others all 

connect to Language Standard 

3.2. Working with pronouns 

may be helpful as students 

begin their work with first-

person writing. 
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Closing and Assessment Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Debrief: Celebrate Completion the Facts and Image Side of the Freaky Frog Trading Card (5 minutes) 

• Give students time to celebrate and share their completed Facts and Image Side for their trading card. Consider using the 

Mix and Mingle protocol so students have the opportunity to share their work with multiple classmates. Allow students to 

control the transitions from partner to partner. 

 

 

 

Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Fill in as many boxes as you can on the ABC Chart with words and phrases about your freaky frog. 
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Freaky Frog Trading Card Template:  
Facts and Image Side 

 

Frog Name 

 

Illustration/Image 

 

Physical Characteristics Life Cycle 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

Habitat Predators and Defense 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

Food Behaviors 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

_________________________________ 
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Freaky Frog Trading Card Model Paragraph: 

American Bullfrog 
 
 

I am the American bullfrog. Where I live, I am considered the king of the frogs 

because I am large and powerful and have amazing abilities. My abilities help me to 

survive in the slow moving waters of bayous, ponds, marshes and lakes. I am a skilled 

predator. I can sit silently and await my prey to come near enough for me to grab 

them. In the blink of an eye (big bulging eyes in my case), I lunge forward and with 

my long, sticky tongue, I snatch my prey and bring it to my mouth. I use my front legs 

to stuff the food into my large mouth. From there my large, round, bulging eyeballs 

take over. Yes, you heard me correctly, my eyeballs! You see I can sink my eyeballs 

back into my head and use them to push my food farther down my throat. Yum! Just 

talking about it is making me hungry! I think I’ll hop around the bayou and see if I 

can find some unsuspecting prey. Maybe some crayfish or some Sphinx moths. Wait! 

Listen! Is that the peeps of the Southern cricket frog I hear? Time for me to hop into 

the bayou waters and use my webbed feet to swim around and check it out. I sure am 

one lucky frog to have such amazing adaptations! 
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Sentence Frames for Work Time B 
 
 
 

I notice the author said ____ in the paragraph, so I 

think strong research-based narrative writing has ___. 
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Criteria Brainstorming 
 
 
 

Partners: ________________________ and _________________________ 
 
 
What we noticed about the paragraph: 
 
1. _________________________________________________________ 

 
2. _________________________________________________________ 

 
3. _________________________________________________________ 

 
4. _________________________________________________________ 

 
5. _________________________________________________________ 

 
6. _________________________________________________________ 
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Criteria for a Freaky Frog Research-Based Narrative Paragraph 

 

  
 

- Written as if writer is the frog  

 

- Describes how the freaky frog acts  

 

- Names and describes adaptations that help the freaky frog survive  

 

- Has a clear topic sentence  

 

- Includes many accurate and important facts  

 

- Uses vivid and precise words  

 

- Has a conclusion sentence  

 

- Has correct capitalization and punctuation  

 

- Has good control of spelling  
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Lesson 5 Homework 
 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Fill in as many boxes as you can on the ABC Chart with words and phrases about your 

freaky frog. You can put more than one word in a box. 

A 
 

B C 
 

D 

E 
 
 
 

F G H 

I 
 
 
 

J K L 

M 
 
 
 

N O P 

Q 
 
 
 

R S 
 

T 

U 
 
 
 

V W X 

Y Z 

 

  


